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THE HERO OF MENTOR. 

X2 	STAR set on the Nation's height 
r\f.-----, To shine, pray God with steady light 
Upon the troubled waves below, 
Till they shall calm, and peaceful grow. 

The scholar, soldier, statesman, man, 
1Tpbuilded, on God's noblest plan 
From out his lowly morning time 
Ascending, with a steady climb, 
Till on the topmost round at last 
A people's verdict holds him fast. 

And there, with calm, untroubled eye, 
He sees the tempest passing by, 
And listens, to the sullen roar 
Of waves, receding from the shore. 
Unscathed above the storm he stands, 
A Nation's blessings in his hands. 

He hears the echoes of his fame, 
The hills and valleys shout his name ; 
Yet meekly, at his Mentor farm, 
Receives the greetings, true and warm, 
Of life-long friends, who come and go, 
And strange crowds surging to and fro ; 
For each and all, a kindly smile 
And word of cheer, awaits the while. 

Apples of gold in pictures set ; 
Wisdom and truth together met; 
And the warm clasp that makes men feel 
The heart that holds the Nation's weal. 
God, pour thy holy ointment forth 
And heal the wounds of South and North. 
Bring thy true good from evils past, 
And launch our good ship safe at last, 

But thou, oh, soldier, sage and man, 
Whose voice must ring in wise command ; 
Whose sleepless eye across the deep 
Must hence its constant vigils keep, 

Thy heart, amid the strain and strife, 
The dazzling glare of public life, 
Will often yearn for quiet ways 
Thy feet have trod in other days ; 
Yet in a purpose strong and pure, 
Thy God shall keep thy ways secure. 

E. J. B. 

LEISURE IN STUDY 

T first view, the heading, "Leisure in Study" may 
appear somewhat paradoxical ; for "How," an 

earnest student will ask, `‘can we study and be at leis-
ure? Students come to college to study, and why 
should there be leisure in that study ?" 

All students who come to Allegheny College are 
unanimous in saying that their professors give them 
enough study to prevent a surplus of leisure time. Yet 
we say there can be no true success in study unless 
that study is carried on leisurely. Leisure, strictly 
speaking, is time which has no special duty ; the time 
when a person is released from obligations; and by 
leisurely study, we mean study in which one is not con-
tinually pushed, as if he had too much to do ; study in 
which he can feel at his ease while prosecuting it, and 
in which the thought of "hurry" does not occupy his 
mind to steal some of its energies from purely intellec-
tual work. The saying "Haste makes waste" may be 
trite, yet it contains a wholesome truth with regard to 
study, and the student will gain by keeping its caution 
before him. How many students do we see hurrying 
over—not through—their college course, skimming 
many studies, and soothing their disturbed consciences, 
alas! in many cases conscience is either dead or torpid,—
with the delusive promise that after they graduate they 
will be at leisure. to study these subjects thoroughly. 
How many thousands have passed through their course 
this way, promising themselves an ideal student life 
after graduation, and yet how few have realized their 
conscience-quieting hopes? Ask the busy statesman, 
lawyer, physician, minister, merchant, farmer or me-
chanic, what time he gives to the studies of his youth, 
and you will learn how much, or rather how little, you 
may expect to devote to yours in after life. 

But this is not all. The mind that is oppressed with 
a sense of hurry, like the man who is afraid he will 
miss the train, can think of little else than hurry,—
that train will not wait on him. Its time of starting is 
ever present to his mind ; the misfortunes consequent 
on missing it crowd out everything else ; so the hur-
ried student knows his study period will soon elapse, 
the hour of recitation is drawing near, aild what, with 
one part of his mind thinking how little time he has 
for his lessons, and another gloomily anticipating the 
frowns of his professor, he has not much strength left 
for mastering the lesson. 



Let us suppose a student is studying a lesson in conic 
sections. It involves some principles of trigonometry. 
He studied the latter subject some time ago, and is 
now a little "rusty" in it. But he has the text book on 
his shelf, and he knows on what page he can find an 
elucidation of the half-forgotten principles. Ten or fif-
teen minutes would be sufficient to review this one 
point, and this review would be a wonderful helpin 
mastering the lesson ; but the demon of hurry bears 
sway in his mind, and the thought that he must get out 
that lesson within a certain brief period, prevents his 
referring to the trigonometry for the necessary expla-
nation. The consequence is that he goeS to class some-
what weak upon this point of last year's mathematics. 
The same is true of every study in the curriculum. In 
language, if there is a word we only half know, a con-
struction we do not feel quite sure about, we should 
give ourselves leisure to refer to the lexicon and the 
grammar, and when these things come up again the re 
ference may not be required. In almost every lesson, 
a student will find occasion for judicious use of a little 
leisure in reviewing old lessons, and this work will he 
repaid in two ways: his knowledge will be increased, 
and what is better, his mind will not he oppressed 
with the wearing, tearing, worrying thought, that he 
must "hurry up." 

STENOS. 

PRINCIPLE VS. POLICY. 
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J•1 
T is said, by those whose province it has been to 

c.c.) make the distinction, that it is extremely difficult 
to distinguish between the policy and principles of 
Gladstone. He is so loyal to principle that every act 
exhibits his integrit.y of character. To study his policy 
is to study his principles ; not because the former is con-
founded with the latter, but because it is shaped and 
formed by maxims and fixed laws. 

What a sublime spectacle ! England's favorite prime 
minister, and eminent statesman, distinguished by hon-
esty and principle. 

The fact that he is thus distinguished serves but to 
prove that loyalty to principle is not always so manifest. 
The golden motto—for such it is worthy to be called—
"Honesty is the best policy," has been peculiarly per-
verted, and has assumed a new and more popular form. 
Judging men by their actions, one would think they are 
controlled by the motto, "Policy is the best honesty." 

Some have so successfully followed its teaching that 
they seem to have no regard for truth and principles. 
With them the end always justifies the means. It is by 
no means difficult to distinguish here between policy 
and principle. Their principles may be good, but they 
are not found in their policy—except when it is deemed  

good policy to exhibit them. When it serves a purpose 
to assume principles, none are so ready to be honest and 
upright as the unprincipled. 

But by far the most common, and, consequently, the 
most deplorable dishonesty is misrepresentation. Men 
who cannot look with the least degree of allowance up-
on downright dishonesty, are willing to avail them-
selves of the advantages afforded by the mistakes, 
ignorance and negligence of others. For the sake of 
personal interest, or ambition, the truth, if not mis-
stated, is so twisted as to be entirely inconsistent. To 
secure patronage, popularity or gain, it is deemed ex-
pedient to bend principles and sacrifice honor. Techni-
calities are taken advantage of contrary' to the true 
spirit of agreement, and wrong impressions are purposely 
made. Promises known to be incapable of fulfilment 
are intentionally held out to unsuspecting minds. 

But enough of policy for policy's sake. Let us rather 
contemplate the man of principle. Such men are not so 
easily found, but when discovered, like a revealed 
diamond, they requite the cost. The man of unques-
tioned principles has influence,' honor and respectability 
among his associates and in the community in which 
he lives. His past actions serve as an index • by which 
his position in emergency or temptation, as well as in 
the ordinary routine of life, may be always known. 
Hence confidence is placed in him, and men learn to 
rely on his word. His policy and principles are essen-
tially the same. He has policy, to be sure, which in 
policy's place is all right. 

It is not policy we deplore, but policy without prin-
ciples, a policy so pliant—a body without a skeleton as 
it were—that it can be made to fit any occasion, and 
suit any purpose. There are wise and good policies, but 
we fltil to see how there can be such policies with-
out principles. Principles constitute the frame work 
of every noble, upright character. Appropriate to 
yourself, if you please, all the advantages policy may 
dictate, but let principles never be bent, or strained 
in order to suit such dictat ions. 

IS KNOWLEDGE POWER r 

f' HE sentiment which our title questions is often 
quoted. It is made to serve as a motive to 

study, for it seems to assure a prompt, positive and 
valuable reward. Who is so low as not to wish for 
power ? Is the mAxim true, or half true, or false? 

These tight little mottos that have come down to us 
from other ages wear a look of infallibility. They as-
sume to convey the results of study and experience, 
and they usually . pass unchallenged. Let us stop this 
one for a moment and inquire after its merits. It 
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comes with the name of Lord Bacon. What did Lord 
Bacon mean ? Knowledge is intelligence as existing in 
the mind, and thus distinguished from wisdom, which 
is intelligence applied to the actual conduct of affairs. 
Power is strength actually applied. Taken, then, as 
the words should be defined, we here have this, "Ab-
stract intelligence is applied strength." The illogical 
character of such a statement is then very apparent. 
Here is no truth. Knowledge is not power and the 
maxim, specious and plausible as it may seem, really 
sophisticates the mind. It is like saying, "Ice is 
steam," or "wheat is bread." 

How has the absurd little dictum gained such cur-
rency ? Probably because we have in an easy-going 
fashion credited it with saying what we know to be 
true, but what it really fails to say. We are aware that 
knowledge has something to do with power and we 
took for granted that this little motto told the exact 
story. "Is" is a very loose word. "The style is the 
man" the class in art of discourse is hearing. "This is 
my body" split Luther and Zwingle, Romanists and 
Protestants. 

What is the truth which we suppose this ancient 
misstatement to convey ? Knowledge is in fact a 
crude, unapplied material, which may or may not be 
used, which may lie in dark recess, or forever useless. 
It is force or power only when actually applied. One 
may compare it to the water of a mill-pond. It is idly 
lying in reserve. The saw-log in the mill below might 
rot unsawn if nothing but this reserve of water is to be 
had. Appliances are used and this water-store then 
drives the singing saw and boards and planks appear. 
So applied, knowledge is power, and how much is in 
that word "applied ?" 

If Bacon had said, "Wisdom is power," he would have 
told a truth, but knowledge is the "lesser half" of wis-
dom and wisdom is power. 

Does not it follow as a lawful inference from this 
thinking, that the application of knowledge should in a 
collegiate study have as much attention as its accumula-
tion ? In some studies, as in Natural Science, such is 
nearly the case. Is time enough given to the arts of 
expression of the ideas that our varied studies gather 
IN store ? Certainly these ideas do not become power 
until we can express them. Yet power is the good 
chiefly sought in collegiate study. 

ELOCUTION. 

appre- 
ciation of the thoughts and feelings of the author, 

with the ability to give free and natural vocal expres- 
sion to the same, the physical being the medium 

through which the mental must operate. Vocal expres-
sion is of primary importance in the teaching of read-
ing. Voice, like the entire physical economy, depends 
upon the organs of respiration and will be good or bad 
according to their vigor, activity, and development, or 
weakness, inactivity, and compression. Hence, the 
necessity of first securing an easy and correct use of the 
breathing apparatus. This can be done by means of 
Judiciously selected breathing exercises, together with 
ouch free gymnastics as will bring into action and 
strengthen the muscles of the chest, waist and abdomen. 

Having gained facility in breathing, the next step is 
to utilize the breath in the production of voice. An 
open and free use of the larynx must be secured and 
then proceed by degrees from the mildest vocal efforts 
to the stronger and more emphatic utterances. 

Voice in the mass does not meet the wants of our na-
ture very well, hence arises the necessity of word mould-
ing, the third step in the work, and one that, if net; 
lected, makes sad havoc of satisfactory results in read-
ing. That these are primary steps of great importance 
can not be questioned. To be convinced that they are 
and have been neglected in the instruction of the day, 
we have but to turn to the weak and cramped lungs, 
diseased throats, weak, thin, shrill, hard, unsympathetic 
voice or voices that were and are not, and the inarticu-
late mumbling or screaming to be found in all our in-
stitutions of learning; on the lecture platform ; at the 
bar and in the pulpit. These are not the finishing, but 
the foundation of the art. 

When a degree of proficiency in these first steps has 
been gained we are ready to begin the analysis of senti-
ment, and the study of the various elements of vocal 
expression and their application in the rendition of the 
different classes of emotions. This latter department of 
the work opens up a field of study no less interesting 
and valuable than it is extensive.—M. Boice, in 
Teachers' Institute. 

SOMETHING BETTER. 

LIVER Goldsmith, expressing his desire for a 
happier state, says in his Traveler: 

"And oft I wish amidst the scene to find 
Some spot to real happiness consigned, 
Where my own soul, each wandering hope at rest, 
May gather bliss to see my fellows blest." 

Like Goldsmith, all the thoughtful and true, 
conscious of defects and limited enjoyment, seek a hap-
pier condition. Each has his mystic Eldorado with 
golden roof,—some inspiring hope as the beacon of his 
ambition, to which may be traced all his willingness to 
to suffer and his greatest efforts. The humble poor 
man, in his pleasant home ; the hunter, .chasing the 

STOOD reading requires familiarity with, and 
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stag over the crest of the mountain gilded by the morn-
ing sun ; the king on his dazzling throne ; the poet, 
statesman, and philosopher, are seeking something 
better than they have yet attained. 

In the pathway of life lie many obstructions and 
difficulties to be surmounted before we reach the sum-
mit of success, but then the reward of intellectual and 
moral development will amply repay us. The traveler 
on the desert hastens forward not only to escape the 
burning sun and scorching blast, but also because he 
knows there is a better land beyond its borders,—a 
land of palm trees and rivers, with towering hills and 
fertile vales, inviting him to enjoy its shady forests 
and spicy fruits. While in our sorrows and disappoint-
ments we are struggling with the difficulties of life, the 
knowledge that soon there shall be rest from grief and 
a requital for toil, inspires within us a resolution to 
achieve something now, and to put forth greater effort 
to gain the future reward. The noblest men of the 
world have taught us by their examples that success is 
due more to earnest toil than to genius or.any natural 
endowment. Ben Johnson, a prince, in learning and 
literature, is said to have carried books with him while 
working at the trade of a bricklayer, in order that lie 
might improve his leisure moments in refreshing his 
memory among the classical authors. He was opposed 
in his efforts to get an education, and the first produc-
tions of his pen were but coldly received, but he suc-
ceeded by means of continued toil, and won that uni-
versal fame which he so justly merited. Swift strug-
gled against poverty and public hatred to the eminence 
which lie attained. Wordsworth excelling in poetry ; 
King Alfred in war ; and Mr. Gladstone in the govern-
ment of England, bequeath to us their examples as 
precious legacies, teaching that our fantastic hopes may 
be changed into grand realities, and that the obstacles 
in the pathway of life may be overcome. 

It is an ennobling and cheering thought that there is 
something better beyond every condition of ignorance, 
vice and woe. If we strive earnestly for advancement, 
if we bear patiently the toil and suffering, we may gain 
rewards as noble and enchanting as were ever won by 
the labors of our forefathers. 

SAY WHAT YOU MEAN. 

ET your friends know that you love them. Do 
not keep the alabaster boxes of your love and 

tenderness sealed up until your friends are dead. Fill 
their lives with sweetness. Speak approving, cheering 
words, while their ears can hear them, and while their 
hearts can be thrilled by them. The things you mean 
to say when they are gone, say before they go. The 
flowers you mean to send for their coffins, send to • 

brighten and sweeten their homes before they leave 
them. If my friends have alabaster boxes laid away, 
full of perfumes of sympathy and affection, which they 
intend to break over my dead body, I would rather 
they would bring them out in my weary hours, and 
open them, that I may be refreshed and cheered by 
them while I need them. I would rather have a bare 
coffin without a flower, and a funeral without an eulogy, 
than a life without the sweetness of love and sympathy. 

Let us learn to anoint our friends beforehand for 
their burial. Post-mortem kindnesses do not cheer the 
burdened spirit. Flowers on the coffin cast no fragrance 
backward over the weary days of our lives. 

DECIS'ION. 

SELECTED. 

UT, whether inborn or acquired, decision is a qual-
;:., vitally important to him who would get on 
in time world. Even brains are secondary in import-
ance to will. The intellect is but the half of a man ; 
the will is the driving-wheel, the spring of motive pow-
er. A vacillating man, no matter what his abilities, is 
invariably pushed aside in the ra(!e of life by the man 
of determined will. It is he who resolves to succeed, 
and who at every fresh rebuff begins resolutely again, 
that reaches the goal. The shores of fortune are cover-
ed with the stranded wrecks of men of brilliant abili-
itv. bait who have wanted courage, faith, and decision, 
and have therefore perished in sight of more resolute 
hut less capable adventurers, who succeeded • in 
making port. Hundreds of men go to their graves in 
obscurity, who have been obscure only because they 
lacked the pluck to make a first eflbrt; and who, could 
they only have resolved to begin, would have astonish-
ed the world by their achievements and successes. 
The world was not made for slow, squeamish, fastidious 
men, but for those who act instantaneously and with 
power. Obstacles and perplexities every man must 
meet, and he must either promptly conquer them, or 
they will conquer him. It is rarely that the compara-
tive good and evil of different modes of action are 
equally balanced ; and he who would do anything to 
the purpose in this Nvorld should perceive the slightest 
inclination of the beam with an eagle's glance. It is 
better to decide wrong occasionally, than to be forever 
wavering and hesitating, now veering to this side and 
then to that, with all the misery and disaster that fol-
low from continual doubt. It has been truly said that 
the great moral victories and defeats of the world often 
turn on minutes. Fortune is proverbially a fickle jade, 
and there is nothing like promptness of action,—the 
timing of things at the lucky moment,—to force her to 
surrender her favors. Crises come, the seizing of which 
is triumph, the neglect of which is ruin. 
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THERE seems to be a growing tendency an-long some 
of the students to treat each other uncivilly, and to not 
show that deference which they wish for themselves, 
and which every gentleman calculates to give to his 
equals, or indeed inferiors. 

This subject was suggested the other day upon hear-
ing a student express himself to the effect that a man 
lacked intellect who would not, or did not wish, to join 
the military. This may have been his private opinion 
but, to say the least, we think it was not gentlemanly to 
express such sentiments until he knew the grounds of 
his friend's opposition. 

It is a fact, that some do not hold the highest opin-
ions of the military, and so express themselves. It is a 
fact, also, that a large body of the students esteem 
highly the advantages of military drill. We most sure-
ly think it would be unbecoming for one of the former 
to say that all the boys who joined the battalion were 
poor scholars, for we know that this is not a fact. Some 
as fine students as there are in college, do not drill, and 
do not admit the efficiency of the exercise. They are 
honest in their opinions and have a right to be treated 
in that way. This matter is not confined to the mili-
tary alone ; but in many other things, because a man 
differs from us we characterize him as ignorant and un-
intelligent. It is good advice in school life, as well as 
anywhere else, to "judge not that ye be not judged." 

As we approach the season when we may expect pub-
lic exercises in the chapel, we think it will not be out 
of place to call attention to a few things relative to the 
comfort of-those who attend. First in importance is 

--- 
the subject of ventilation. It often happens that the 
chapel is filled and no arrangements are made for its 
proper ventilation until the air has become very op-
pressive; then, to the great annoyance of the speaker 
and audience, the windows are lowered so much as to 
cause a draft and give cold to all in the neighborhood. 
This can be avoided if those who have charge of the en-
tertainments will take proper means beforehand to give 
good ventilation without strong drafts. While we are 
speaking of ventilation, we might suggest that our 
teachers set a good example by thoroughly airing their 
recitation rooms at the end of each class; for students 
to come from out-of-doors into a room filled with vitia-
ted air, has a Most subduing effect upon reel atiorts, at 
least we shall claim this to be the fact until it is shown 
to be owing to some other cause. 

Another thing which demands attention is the matter 
of light. If the gas is turned on in full fo•.e, in the 
latter part of the evening the pressure becomes so 
great that it makes a flickering and disagreeable light, 
and often interrupts the speakers by noise. This 
can be avoided by forethought on the part of the pro-
per persons. We think that audiences in the chapel 
are generally well cared for, but there is a chance for 
improvement in these respects. 

THE present age has been styled an age of pr‘e_tica-
bility, and the people taking up the cry clamor loudly 
for practical results. This seems to be the war cry of 
a large class of Americans, and is not lacking even in 
college circles. We doubt not but some may difler in 
refereace to the views we shall take, but we believe 
that our position is correct, and shall hold the same un-
til we are convinced of our error. Wi•li the hue <ind 
cry for that which is practical, has arisen a sentiment 
that the Latin and Greek courses of our colleges are 
the remains of the age of scholasticism, which Bacon 
and his followers did not destroy, and whose principle 
constituent is inutility and impracticability. The young 
student, when he casts about for a course of study, is 
warned by would-be-friends to beware of Latin and 
Greek ; but, if' he must take one, by all means to let 
Greek alone, for it is useless and of no practical benefit 
to himself or any one else, unless it may be prospec-
tive clergymen and linguists. So in everything utility 
and actual use are called upon to be the criteria by 
which a course of study is to be judged. 

We believe this cry to be entirely unsafe to follow. 
Is far as pursuing only what is useful, in the low Lense 
ill which this word is used, we claim that one branch 
of higher education can boast but little over another, 
and in the proper sense, Latin and Greek can still stand 
their ground. As far as use in the ordinary affairs of 
life,—and this is the standard which is set up for utility, 
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how much more practical is it for the majority of our 
students to understand infinitesimal and integral cal-
culus or Greek roots? To the merchant in his store 
how much real advantage is there in knowing all about 
the nebular hypothesis and the laws of the movements 
of the heavenly bodies? Or what utility is there in his 
German and French ? Very few have any occasion to 
use them after leaving college, and in ten years. and 
perhaps in much shorter lime, the majority will be 
able to speak hardly a word, much less use it in conver-
sation. Still, the popular idea is, that the modern lan-
guages and the sciences of the day are eminently prac-
tical. If we were to take up the course of any institu-
tion, and examine it in reference to the amount Mild] 
will be put into actual use by the students after leaving 
college, we think that many would .be very much sur-
prised. However, we do not intend to say that the 
time which we spend in the pursuit of these branches 
is lost, nor have we the slightest idea of discouraging 
the study of the modern languages and the sciences. 
They have their proper position in a liberal education ; 
but, we claim that a wrong standard is held up by those 
who clamor against the Liberal Arts course. Those 
studies are the most practical which furnish the most 
discipline for the mind, which sharpen the intellect, 
and render accurate the reasoning powers. Thorough 
discipline of mind consists in having our intellectual 
faculties so under control that we can pursue a though t 
to its legitimate conclusions without being led away by 
any of our surroundings. 

This discipline it is the first great aim of all college 
courses to give. It can be obtained in no line of study 
with a greater degree of success than in the intelligent 
study of Latin and Greek. We say, intelligent, for we 
believe that much of our study becomes nothing but a 
mere act of memory, and lacks all the element of un-
derstanding work, and that too much of the teaching of 
the schools is a matter of cramming, without giving the 
student a chance to make the thought and work his 
own. 

When control of the mind has been obtained, and 
our thoughts follow the dictates 'of our will, then we 
have laid the foundation for a thorough culture. All 
the branches of higher education come in for their 
share of this honor, but each has its special mission .  
Language cultivates application and concentration of 
mind. Science quickens and sharpens the intellect. 
Mathernetics lead to close, accurate reasoning, while 
Belles-lettres gives a finish and grace to the whole. 
And each in turn must aid and perfect the other. By 
the pursuit of each of these, we can obtain that full 
mental culture, which shall enable us to think connect-
edly, accurately, intently and elegantly upon any sub-
ject. This, we believe, to he the great aim of all study. 

It is not the number of facts which we get, that will 
aid us most in life. That which is above all is to learn 
where to go when we want these facts and statements, 
and how to get and use them. 

WE most willingly give space this month to a short 
sketch of the life and work of Dr. Thoburn, of India. 
By request, Dr. Hamnett kindly consented to prepare 
the same. We know that it will be of interest to all of 
the alumni and students, and hope that we may be able 
to furnish brief sketches of other of our alumni in the 
future. "Rev. J. ThArnra, D. D., prior to his depar-
ture for India,on the 17th of Noy., was, for about a week, 
our guest at the college. While with us, his discourses 
front the pulpit and frnin the rostrum, were attended 
by large and deeply interested audiences, and afforded 
especial gratification to the teachers and students of his 
old Alma Miter. He leaves a son, a young man of 
promise, W ho was horn in India, to be educated in the 
ins,:itution, upon which himself, and others of his co-
laborers in that di-taut land, have shed abundant 
honor. Dr. Thoburn graduated in the class of '57, and, 
shortly thereafter, entered upon the mission wnrk, to 
which his life has been devoted. In _-.112'I1 t, 1859, he 
arrived in India, was stationed at Ninee Tal till October, 
1863, came to the United States on furlough, and re-
turned to India in 1866. He was stationed in Gurh war, 
1866 67 ; at Moradabad, 1868-69 ; at Lucknow, 1870-73 ; 
at Calcutta, 187-I ; to America temporarily in 1876, and 
again in 1830. 

The Doctor occupies a prominent posiiion in India. 
One of the leading missionaries in that field, writes 
concerning the "Delegated Conference" of the M. E.. 
Church, of India,—a Measure proposed by Dr. Thoburn 
at the recent General Conference at Cincinnati, that 
"He, (Dr. Thoburn,) 'with the help of such an organi-
zation,' could concentrate and lead forward the whole 
force 'of our work.' He is influential among all classes 
of oflicials and natives of India, and is loved by all the 
ministers of our church, and could administer and 
lead forward the Methodist Church here as As bury did 
in America." And adds this same writer: "As a Bish-
op, no one either here or at home, could command the 
entire confidence of so many inside and outside of our 
church in India." - This, doubtless, is the unanimous 
jud,rment of the church in that large and growing field; 
and who, better than they, can estimate the needs and 
appliances best calculated to promote the interests of 
the church there ? 

The thri •e repeated visit of Dr. Thoburn to his na-
tive land is significant. He has, on neither occasion, 
sought for himself relaxation from toil, or respite 
from the rigors of an oppressive climate.. His ahn, 
first and last, has been to awaken and to dispense more 
widely the missionary spirit in the home church, and 
to represent in the General Conference of the M. E. 
Church, the most important of her foreign missions. 
That he has been successful in these efforts none can 
doubt. Ills ministrations, wherever he has gone, have 
been received and enjoyed with most cordial satisfac 
tion ; and doubtless, many who have heard his appeals, 
will recall the words so simple, and yet so eloquently 
spoken, when treasure and when men are demanded 
for hastening the coming of God's kingdom. 

1)r. Thoburn takes with him to India a number of 
missionaries, some of them sent out by the parent 
Misssionary Society, and some by the Women's For-
eign Missionary Society." 
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Locals. 
The following poetical gush was recently surreptitous-

ly snatched from the table of a "Soph," who rooms 
with a "Fresh :" 

A Freshman, gay in slippers and gown, 
In his easy chair reclined. 

In vain he strove to concentrate 
The wandering thoughts in his mind. 

A frown bedarkened his classic brow ; 
His Livy was so tough, 

He wished he had a pony to ride,— 
The journey seemed so rough. 

'Twas bad enough that Hannibal's men 
Should climb the rugged steep, 

And drive the elephants on to the top, 
Through the passes cold and deep ; 

But the thought that a youth's unsteady step, 
With no one his labor to share, 

carry him over the dangerous pass, 
Was greater than he could bear. 

So lie sauntered down to the bookseller's stand, 
With a wicked wink in his eye, 

And lurched a copy of Livy's works 
Tran-lated literally. 

Then he gladly took his equestrian prize 
To a place of safe retreat, 

And slyly rode on the pony's hack, 
Till the journey was complete. 

How is knowledge possible ? 

Mr. Fleming has organized a class in stenography. 

We sadly miss the cornet to lead the chapel singing. 

The battalion has now one hundred and thirteen ca-
dets. 

Why don't we have an entertainment of some kind 
in the chapel ? 

The present senior class is the largest in the history 
of the college. 

The library and reading room is one of the pleasant-
est features of the college. 

No more do we hear the gentle maiden moaning-
"Half-past six, to half-past seven." 

The lecture on "Sound," was a decided success ; being 
heartily enjoyed by all present. 

Class in Theism. Prof.—"What is the no-design ar-
gument?" Student.—"It is exploded." 

The Athletic Association has invited Dr. Lashells to 
lecture in the chapel on Physical Culture. 

Prof. in French.—"Mr. F, rise and pronounce the les-
son." Mr. F. "I can't, my eyes are sore." 

Our "Funny Phony," as a linguist defies competition; 
being able to speak or sing in any language. 

Class in Physics. Prof.—"Are the lines in the spec-
trum colored or transparent?" Mr. C. "Yes, sir." 

We are informed that the "sophs" have been denied 
the ecstasy of indulging in a performance this year. 

How shall a student be revenged, when his compan-
ions, in his absence, send his trunk to the residence of 
his lady ? 

A new and popular arrangement has been made by 
which students are allowed to substitute military drill 
for certain studies in the course. 

The project of the new armory and gymnasium is 
now taking tangible form, and promises soon to place 
another building on college hill.' 

Prof.—"What is the significance of the letter alpha, at 
the beginning of a Greek word ?" Student.—"The Bi-
ble says alpha means the beginning." 

It is rumored that on account of certain political 
promotions, A. S. Morrison, '77, will be appointed to 
the chair of Latin and Greek in Hiram College. 

The class in History of Philosophy is opened each 
morning by a short essay on the life and character of 
some philosopher, read by a member of the class. 

On the first Wednesday evening in February, Dr. Bug-
bee is to deliver a lecture on "The Intuitional in Re-
ligion," before the students of Drew Theological Semi-
nary. 

Prof. in Latin : "Mr. F. what is the stem ending of 
the third declension ?" Mr. F. "A—x." Prof. "Young 
man, you had better apply your ax to somebody's wood 
pile." 

The students in the Biblical department now have an 
organization, and regular discussions on t heologi cal 
subjects, with occasionally a lecture from a member 
of the faculty. 

The faculty has received au invitation from Presi-
dent Cottell, of Lafayette, to be present at the dedica-
tion of Pardee Hall. In consequence of the pressure of 
other engagements, regrets were returned. 

An organization, by the name of "The Bishop White 
Association," has been formed among the students. 
The following are its officers : Pres't, A. Fleming; Vice 
Pres't, J. Watson ; Sec'y and Treas. Miss Iris Barr. 

The Philo-Franklin and Allegheny Literary Societies, 
in joint committee, decided not to accept the proposi-
tion of the Athenian Society, to receive only college 
students, while the latter becomes a preparatory society. 
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It has been suggested by the managers of the Loan 
Exhibition, that a declamation contest be given be-
tween three students, chosen from the literary societies 
of the college, and an equal number from the Theo-
logical Seminary. 

A verdant freshman in the Livy class translated the 
words "Atpte inde nornen ei jugo Alpium inditum," in the 
following mythological style: "And a Divinity sat on 
the top of the Alps." The class indulged in a short 
cessation of hostilities. 

The result of the recent election in the Philo-Frank-
lin Literary Society is as follows : Pres't, W. G. Warner; 
Vice Pres't, Glenroic McQueen; Sec'y, W. F. Compton ; 
Treas. J. A. Vance ; Librarians, Ferree, Blair, 2d ; Cor. 
Sec. 0. H. Powers; Critics, Oldham, Ewing, and Blair, 
1st. 

A new project has been proposed, in the form of an 
inter-society weekly paper, devoted to reviewing the 
performances in t he respective li: erary societies. Some 
are very strong in its support, but those who are ex-
perienced in managing such affairs, express some _well-
founded doubts as to its practicability. 

Time, 12:15 a. un; place, a gateway on Randolph 
street ; parries, sentimental senior, who has been en-
tertained in that vicinity five evenings during the pre-
vious week ; a charming lady, one of the senior's 
particular friends. Fair lady—"Now, my dear, it is so 
late I will not invite you in this evening." Senior—
"0, never mind the time. Your presence transforms 
the dreariest night into the loveliest day."—Fact. 

REPORTING. Some of our students are anonymously 
reporting the college for the Evening Renublicon. Their 
work is not badly done. Some simple rules are at 
times forgotten : (1.) Never report what is not known to 
be true. (2.) Never report what is trifling or unim-
portant. (3.) Never report what is unfit to circulate. 
(4.) There is no wit in calling people in print by pet or 
nick-names. Inside of these rules, the college can sup-
ply copious and entertaining matter for our reporter. 

Personal. 

J. H. Miller, '83, is preaching in Reno, Pa. 
E. A. Sears, '82, is residing in Decatur, Neb. 
E. II. Koester, '76, was in town a few days since. 
J. A. Balantyne, '83. is preaching at Wheatland, 0. 
Maj. Hess is engaged in active service at Santa Fe. 
H. ('. Hawkins, '82, is residing in Portland, Oregon. 
K. T. Mead, '82, is in the oil business in Norfolk, Va. 
Dr. Bigbee celebrated his 59th birthday on Thanks-

giving. 
L. L. Doane, '83, is engaged in business in New Or-

l•ans. 

J. M. Thoburn, jr., is filling the M. E. pulpit at War-
ren, Pa. 

A. B. Coulter, '80, is attending Medical College, in 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

Prof. Tingley is delivering a series of scientific lec-
tures at Union City. 

W. F. Oldham is preaching as regular supply at State 
Road and Pine Grove. 

J. W. Moore, formerly of class '81, is engaged in busi-
ness in' Savanna, Ga. 

P. A. Reno, '78, is preaching at the 10th street M. E. 
Church, Erie, Pa. 

.1. D. 	irtin, '80, is continuing his studies in Drew 
Theological Semitary. 

E. F. Bates, '82, is teaching elocution in Carrier 
Seminary, Clarion, Pa. 

M. L. S.•hooley is general agent for a work on "Deco-
rum," in Ontario Co., N. Y. 

S. B. Myers, '56, of Franklin. Pa., was recently elect-
ed to his second term in the Assembly. 

P. Y. Kimmel, for three years a member of class '80, 
is now studying law at Somerset, Pa. 

Mks .1:.;sie Danharn has returned in improved 
health, and is again pursuing her studies. 

AV. C. Bear, '77, has returned to Meadville for the 
purpose of completing his legal studies. 

D. W. R )binson, formerly of class '83, is attending 
medical lectures at the Homeopathic Medical College, 
in Cleveland, Ohio. 

G S. Miner, and his estimable lady, are pleasantly 
located in Kearney City, Neb., where he is pastor of 
the M. E. Church. 

C. W. Miner has returned from Indianapolis, where 
he has been attending the Convention of the Phi Delta 
Theta Fraternity. 

H. C. Schorr, a former student in the preparatory de-
par:ment, is now ptfsniui_2: his studies at John Hopkins 
University, Baltimore, Md. 

W. Bowser, '79, is president of a school for boys at 
Cownpore, India. Mrs. B. is now on her way to join 
her husband as assistant teacher. 

T. A. Collins, who was for two years a member of the 
present senior class, and who afterward graduated at 
Mount Union, is teaching at Leon, N. Y. 

Mr. Huli ng.–Th is benefactor of ours spends these weeks 
in Callifornia and Arizona.. We are glad to learn that 
his interests in those regions are prosperous, for his 
pros: erity is a blessing tce the college. 

Dr. Thoburn, before bidding farewell to his native 
land, was united in the holy bonds of matrimony to a 
Miss Anna Jones, of Kingston, Ohio. The ceremony 
was performed in Philadelphia on the 11th ult. He 
immediately departed for India, while she remains un-
til next year, that she may finish a course in medicine. 
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Miscellaneous. 
Oberlin students have class hats. 
'83 boasts the largest Sophomore class Yale ever had. 
Uniforms of Quaker style are worn at Beaver Col-

lege, Pa. 
170 colleges in the United States admit students of 

both sexes. 
3,700 professors are engaged in teaching the youth of 

this country. 
Lord Beaconsfield has writen a new novel, entitled 

"Endymion." 
Columbia has the largest number of students of any 

American college, 1,494. 
The study of journalism has been added to the curric-

uluin of Michigan University. 

Dr. Thomas Hughes, of Rugby fame, delivered an ad- 
dress to the students of Haverford College recently. 

A book containing the writing and alphabet of the 
people of every age, has been published at Vienna. 

It is a long-established custom at Williams for the 
Seniors to recite the Westminster cateshism once a 
week. 

Commencement exercises are over at the State Agri-
cultural College at Ames, and the students now enter 
upon the long vacation. 

I call a complete generous education, that which fits 
a. man to perform justly, skilfully and magnanimously 
all offices, both private and public, of peace and war.-

, Milton. 
A political ode by Byron was recently discovered in 

a weekly English newspaper printed in 1812, and is to 
be published with the copy of the letter by the author 
relating to it. 

Wellesly College bids fair to be the leading female 
college in the United States. The Freshman class num-
bers 130 and 200 applicants were refused within sixty 
days previous to opening. 

Good sense and good nature are never separated, 
though the ignorant world has sought otherwise. Good 
nature, by which I mean, beneficence and candor, Is 
the product of right reason.—Dryden. 

A Harvard paper says: "The Seniors are no longer 
required to attend Church, and it is rumored that after 
this year morning prayers will be discontinued. The 
library is to be opened on Sunday afternoons." 

Kan Si was the first lady who carried a fan. She 
lived in ages which are past and for the most part for-
gotten, and she was the daughter of a Chinese Man-
darin. In China and Japan every one has a fan. The 
Japanese waives his fan at you by way of greeting, and 
the beggar who solicits alms has the very small coin for 
charity presented to him on the tip of the fan ;  • 

The papers are now explaining why Clara Louise 
Kellogg never married. They say, in her school days 
she fell in love with a poor boy, and they exchanged 
vows of constancy. She went on the stage and made a 
fortune. He declared he would not become her hus-
band until his wealth equalled hers; and it has never 
done so, although he has struggled hard to increase it 
to the required amount. 

I believe that the greatest intellectual revolution man-
kind has yet seen is slowly taking place by the agency 
of science. She is teaching the world that the ultimate 
court of appeal is observation and experiment, and not 
authority; she is teaching it to estimate the value of 
evidence; she is creating a firm and living faith in the 
existence of immutable moral and physical laws, per-
fect obedince to which is the highest possible aim of 
an intelligent being.—Huxley. 

Twenty-one applicants for vacant cadetships at West 
Point were examined recently, and nearly all of them 
showed a marked deficiency in the elementary English 
branches. Less than one-third were good penmen, a 
much less number good spellers, and scarcely a single 
one of them could have been called proficient r.,saders. 
In the written examinations errors of capitalization 
and punctuation were very. common and the simple 
words were spelled in the most remarkable and eccen-
tric manner.—Er. 

The Table. 
Prof.—"Mr. M., what is the answer to the second 

question?" Mr. M. (after waiting in vain to be 
prompted) "Nobody seems to know, Professor."—Mer-
cury. 

Professor of Astronomy.—"What causes the flattening 
at the poles?" Verdant Fresh.—"The knocking down 
stairs of illegal voters !" He has a week to rectify his 
response.—Ex. 

A dull old lady being told that a certain lawyer was 
"lying at the point of death," exclaimed : "My gra-
cious ! Won't even death stop that man's !ying ?"— Yale 
Courant. 

Boy reads, "And she sailed down the stream." 
Teacher, "Why is ship feminine ?" Boy (precociously 
alive to the responsibility of his sex), "Because it needs 
a man to take care of her."—Ex. 

It is high time to rise up against the tyranny of the 
so-called "weaker sex." Co-education is the order of 
the day. It is a poor rule that won't work both ways, 
and—Vassar rust admit boys.—Ex. 

A freshman going down town the other day, ad-
dressed an artizan rather brusquely : "Halloo, you fel-
low, do you want me ?" The answer was prompt : 
"No, yer honor, I am waiting for a gentleman."—Ex. 
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Professor of Latin.—"Mr. S., I see you are a trifle 
rusty in the rudiments. Will you decline Mulier?" 
Mr. S.—"Mulier, Mu—professor, I should like to know 
what sort of a looking woman this is before I decline 
her.—Es. 

"Anything new or fresh this morning ?" a reporter 
asked in a railroad office. "Yes," replied the lone occu-
pant of the apartment. "What is it?" queried the re-
porter, whipping out his note-book. Said the railroad 
man, edging toward the door, "That paint you are leaning 
against. "—Ts., 

Doctor in Ethics.—"Now Miss M 	, if you. haven't 
given yourself away, you've a right to yourself, have 
you trot ?" We can't give the answer for the class 
laughed w we couldn't hear it, but we would like to ask 
the Doctor what right he has to "give away" what lie 
does not possess.—Es. 

A French gentleman, who supposed he had mastered 
the English language, was sadly puzzled one day when 
a friend looked at him and said : "How do you do ?" 
"Do vat ?" "I mean how do you find yourself?" "Sair, 
I never loses myself." "But how do you feel ?" 
"Smooth—you just feel me." 

A young woman of Cambridge, Mass., jealous of the 
honor of the students, on hearing of the late defeat of 
the Harvard nine at base-ball, remarked, reproachfully: 
"If the young gentlemen had paid more attention to 
their base-ball and less to their books, they would not 
have been so badly beaten.—.N. Y. Evening Post. 

They talked astronomy. • "I wish I was a star," he 
said, smiling at his own poetic fancy. "I would rather 
you were a comet," she said, dreamingly. His heart 
heat tumultuously and he asked, "And why ?" "Oh," she 
said, with earnestness, "because then you would only 
come round once every fifteen hundred years."—Ex. 

A pretty good story is told by a solemn senior of that 
far-time when he was a careless junior. While trudg-
ing through a chemistry examination he wrote after a 
question, of which lie was by no means sure, as follows : 
6. (I would not bet on t his) ' The paper was returned 
wit h "( you  would have have lost your money if you 

," written immediately underneath.—Er. 

Exchanges. 
The Toftoliim, is a neat college paper, "bright and in-

teresting." 
With pleasure we al ways take up the Reveille. The 

articles are short and newsy. Each department is well 
sustained. 

This number of the Penn'a College Monthly is superior 
to any we have received. Most of the articles are writ-
ten with care, but there is a lack of freshness about the 
whole monthly. 

The Philosophian Review is ably edited by the Philo-
sophian Literary Society. The criticisms upon the ex-
chahges are just and form quite a marked contrast to 
some of our exchanges. 

This number of the Argosy is filled with good produc-
ductions. Especially interesting are the articles 
"Double Negatives" and "Owls and that Sort of Thing." 
The literary department of this paper is most excellent. 

The Oberlin Review is especially good in its editorials, 
which are short and upon topics of interest to the stu- 
dents of Oberlin College. This paper we are always 
glad to see. It has a dignified air as though it was 
aware of its solid contents. 

This is the first number of the (ventral Collegian we 
have ha.d the pleasure of reviewing. We find it quite 
readable. But, boys, you will have to look out for your 
laurels in the future with such a rival as the Index and 
Chronicle and it edited by girls, too. After comparing 
the two papers we see the full import of the sarcastic re-
marks about "locals" and advertisements. Perhaps if 
you try you may equal the Index and Chronicle. 

Gladly we offer our congratulations to the brave girls 
who have sent out the first number of the Index and 
Chronicle. You have made a most charming debut and 
may regard your first number with pardonable pride 
when you compare it with the other college journals. 
We shall expect from you, although you are the young- 
est and sit at the feet of your grown up brothers and 
sisters, many bright ideas. We have a few criticisms 
which we would kindly offer. We notice such expres-
sions as a 'certain young gentleman" looking woebe-
gone because his Dul•inea is not in attendance at Col-
lege, and other remarks of like nature. To say the least 
such expressions are not in good taste and one would 
infer that a very unhealthful atmosphere surrounds 
Howard College. Such sentiments are not in accord-
ance with an institution "consecrated to the work of 
maki ng women wiser, happier and better." 

Only Pure Tobacco and Pure Paper 
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SWEET CAPORAL,  
New Brand, Fine, Mild and Sweet. 

Sold be all Dealers throughout the World. 
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C. E. HARPER, 
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SHEET MUSIC, INSTRUCTION BOOKS, 
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